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About This Game

Virtual reality? Check. Rooms with puzzles? Check. A homicidal sentient robot that entices you to continue with the promise of
fictional desserts? … No, actually. We don’t have that.

Escape the Gray is a VR exclusive room-escape game. Each room’s puzzle is unique. The number of rooms and their order is
randomized with each play through. Get to the end? Play again and find something new. Stuck in a room? Play Drop the

Candle*, our free mini-game, when you get frustrated. Or just throw stuff and make a mess. That might help.
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Did you find all the rooms? No problem, new ones will be coming soon, along with achievements.

*Drop the Candle mini-game is just dropping a candle on the floor or table. It's not a real mini-game. It's not related to any
puzzles. It will not help you... or will it?
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Title: Escape The Gray
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
QRA-CS
Publisher:
QRA-CS
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1x HDMI 1.4 port, or DisplayPort 1.2 or newer

English
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This is a simple room escape game that I found to be pretty interesting. Despite it's simplicity, it is challenging and some of the
setups are pretty cool. I thought it was worth the $2. For that low of a price, I found it to be a pretty cool game. I haven't
finished it all, but from what I have played, I'd say that it's worth getting, especially if you have a friend\/family member that is
try to help you.

Basically, it's nothing extraordinary, but for only $2, it's worth giving it a try.. The puzzles in this game are ok. Not amazing but
not bad either. Unfortunately the game really doesn't feel very polished and it is a little buggy. Objects sometimes float in
midair when you release them and other times they drop to the floor. Of particular annoyance, I tried the larger rooms since
teleport was added to the game, but I reached one room and the teleport stopped working properly so I couldn't progress any
further.

If the bugs were removed and the game polished up a bit, I would recommend this game to someone who is really into
escape\/puzzle room games, but if you're not fussed either way, this isn't a particularly special VR game and you're not missing
out.

Would I recommend this game to a friend? No. But if they really felt the urge to try it, I wouldn't warn them against it either.
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